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Aims of the conference: 
Conference “Results from the inquiry learning and teaching“ was held in order to get feedback 
from schools and kindergardens where hands-on inquiry method was implemented and used and 
to disseminate the good experience of teachers for having progress in implementation of inquiry 
method at new classes and to go forward with new material development. 
 
Participants of the conference are listed in the appendix 1 of this report 
Introductory speech of the conference was held by Prof. Toomas Tenno who was giving an 
overview about development concerned to the hands-on inquiry method in Estonia and in Europe. 
He was introducing to the participants main goals of the inquiry learning and teaching method and 
projects dealing with this issue in Europe. Prof Toomas Tenno focused his introductory report to 
the problems of Estonian education showing many possibilities to solve those problems within 
inquiry method. In the education Estonia has to face the problems concerning motivation of 
studies, reading and writing abilities of students, development of higher order cognitive skills of 
learners, as well problems in teaching Estonian language to the students of other nations (mainly 
in Russian speaking schools). Hands-on inquiry method in primary school level gives many 
opportunities in solving those problems or leading them to a new perspective – developing all 
children, giving them good bases for their understanding of surrounding world and ability to be 
successful in their further studies. Prof. Tenno was stressing in his speech the challenge for the 
education that lies in implementation of inquiry method which could survive the Estonian 
education. 
Next speaker of the conference was Juta Jaani, who is attending master degree studies in hands-
on inquiry methods. She was presenting data from her scientific research about the development 
of student abilities during the program in inquiry method in primary school. Results of her study 
are reported in the journal «Estonian Doctor», where she was showing the development of 
different abilities of students when getting more involved into the program. In her study such 
personal properties as visual attention, sensomotoric function, memory and learning, planning 
and problem solving, language function, auditive attention and aimed actions were measured of 
students of two groups, one group having hands-on program and another group having traditional 
science program. The children were asked two times (before and after the program) to perform 
same tests to assess the progress in their abilities. All participants of the conference were very 



interested in results due to the fact that if some new method will be introduced into school 
program, teachers want to know how new method will influence the student’s thinking, motivation 
and other personal properties, and also how efficient is the method in developing student’s higher 
order cognitive skills. It was shown that active methods of inquiry leaning process had positively 
influenced the student’s abilities in attention, language function, problem solving and memory 
tests. The study showed also the increase of student activity in the classroom while having inquiry 
method. Juta explained also the effect of continuous   of Last presentation before lunch by Karin 
Hellat was dedicated to the introduction of new concepts into the theme «Changes» (Unit for the 
third year at primary school), used at primary school only for two years. Many problems with 
using this unit at school arise due to the fact that some products used in the unit are not so easily 
kept by teachers, preparation and clean-up procedures at school are more time consuming than 
most other units in use. Karin Hellat did her presentation with group work and brainstorming to 
bring teachers to work out proposals to solve problems raised at schools with this unit, Afterwards 
teachers had possibility to find their own solutions to the problems raised in the classrooms. 
Teachers have also proposed to bring more in-service teacher training students into classes with 
hands-on method, just for helping in arranging better work and at the same time to get good 
experience in the classroom teaching with new method. 
After lunch the conference was following with the dissemination of experience of teachers in 
using hands-on inquiry method at school or kindergarten. As in our case many kindergartens are 
having 1-2 units in their program («Comparing and Measuring» from STC and «Balls and 
Ramps» from Insights). All schools and kindergarten teachers brought their own experiences of 
teaching to the audience and all was deeply discussed among all participants. The aim of this 
part of the meeting was to get feedback from the teachers and to work with their ideas to get 
better results in the classrooms. As a rule, teachers have very deep understanding of the method 
only after doing it in real classes for several years, so it was seen, how teachers with more 
experience could bring more fruitful ideas to the audience and to the project development. Main 
results from the discussions about the inquiry method were: 

• It is useful tool in getting students to think, discuss and make conclusions 

• Children are getting more independent 

• Children like to use new ideas and new experience in their games 

• Children will develop from simple things to more complicated ones 

• It is very important to use hands-on inquiry in integrative way. 

• Activity of children could bring parents also to work with them 

• Lessons were interesting both to students and to the teacher 

• Hands-on inquiry method helps the teacher to understand the necessity of the learning 
process that is based on the understanding of needs and abilities of a child.  

  
Last speaker of the first day of conference was Prof. Mare Pork from The Tallinn University, 
department of Psychology and her topic was “How and when the emotional development and 
wellbeing are the object/subject of inquiry learning?”. It is very serious discussion In Estonia 



about the emotional development of students in the early years of their studies. Today it is not 
relevant to speak about education and different methods of learning and teaching without 
assessing the emotional wellbeing of children in this process. Prof. Mare Pork who is belonging to 
the advisory board of Rocca al Mare Gymnasium in Tallinn dealing with the emotional contact of 
students, their parents and teacher’s at school appreciated the situation in classrooms inquiry 
method very valuable in the student’s development and just in terms of their emotional 
awareness. The understanding of the world depends on very high extent of the emotional ability 
and his/her stages of consciousness. Prof. Mare Pork showed in different cases how important is 
for the kids their self-confidence and awareness, inquiry method is emphasizing this in excellent 
way and this is why it is important to implement on more wide bases the hands-on inquiry method 
of learning. Prof. Mare Pork was giving also numerous examples from modern neuroscience that 
were showing the possibility of assessing the development of brain in terms of different personal 
properties. All participants evaluated her presentation very interesting and useful. 
On Sunday main attention was focused to promotion of hands-on inquiry method into new 
classes using various altering proposals. It was discussed the main targets in teacher training 
when having in mind the inquiry method at school. Karin Hellat and Toomas Tenno went trough 
the main concepts of the inquiry based learning and teaching. It was prepared some conclusions 
for the last part of the conference that was a round table discussion moderated by Prof. Mare 
Pork. All participants were able to raise problems which they are entering at school. It was very 
useful to get an overview about the status of this method at different schools and kindergartens. 
Prof. Toomas Tenno was telling some information about the continuing the 6th framework project 
“Scienceduc” with new project proposal that is called “Pollen”, in frame of which 12 countries will 
have “seed cities” for promotion hands-on inquiry method in primary level at school. In Estonia 
many kindergarten are also interested in this programs and therefore it is decided that in co-
operation with Pärnu town government and kindergartens we will continue also with new special 
kits and promote the science education starting at the kindergarten level. 
Summing up the conference we would mention that Estonia has rather good experience in 
science learning for kids 6-9 years of age. It was mentioned that Estonia needs much more 
prepared materials for young students to deal with real problems and with hands-on method. It 
was decided to keep in contact via e-mail to discuss in more detail all issues of the inquiry based 
learning and teaching at primary school. 
 
Prof. Toomas Tenno 
Estonian leader of the Project “Renovation of science teaching in European primary education 
with inquiry methods” 

 



Appendix 1 
 
Participants of the Seminar in the frame of the Project 

“Renovation of science teaching in European primary education with inquiry methods” 
Seminar on dissemination of the experience 

“Results from the inquiry learning and teaching“ 
In Laulasmaa, Estonia, 28.10 – 30.10.2005 

 
No Name Position e-mail address 
1.    Toomas Tenno University of Tartu, Faculty of Education, 

dean of the faculty 
toomas.tenno@ut.ee 

 2. Karin Hellat University of Tartu, Faculty of Physics and 
Chemistry, lecturer 

karin.hellat@ut.ee 

 3. Mare Pork University of Tallinn, department of 
psychology, Prof. in clinical psychology 

mpork@hot.ee 

 4. Juta Jaani University of Tartu, department of 
curriculum development, specialist 

Juta.jaani@ut.ee 

5.    Meedi Neeme Tallinn Rocca al Mare School, project of 
Vodja, teacher 

Meedi.neeme@ramkool.edu.ee  

 6. Aet Rannu Tallinn Rocca al Mare School, project of 
Vodja, teacher 

Aet.rannu@ramkool.edu.ee  

7 Tiiu Maasik Tallinn Rocca al Mare School, teacher Tiiu.maasik@ramkool.edu.ee 
. 8 Priit Saareleht Tallinn Rocca al Mare School, teacher Priit.saareleht@ramkool.edu.ee 
. 9. Tanel Peets Tallinn Rocca al Mare School, teacher tanel.peets@ramkool.edu.ee  
10 Kaie Mei Tallinn Rocca al Mare School, teacher Kaie.mei@ramkool.edu.ee 
11. Estelle 

Tikerpalu 
Tallinn Rocca al Mare School, teacher in 
Vodja school 

Estelle.Tikerpalu@ramkool.edu.ee 

12. Loona Pärl Türi Gymnasium of Economy, teacher Loona.parl@mail.ee 
13. Kersti 

Krüünvald 
Tartu Veeriku school, teacher kkryynvald@veeriku.tartu.ee  

14. Kaire Sumberg Tartu Veeriku school, teacher ksumberg@veeriku.tartu.ee  
15. Kersti Nõupuu Pärnu Lasteaed Mai, teacher mailaps@hot.ee  
16. Merike Nisu Pärnu Kindergarden Mai, teacher mailaps@hot.ee  
17. Velli Eelmäe Pärnu Kindergarden Mai, vice-director mailaps@hot.ee  
18. Halliki 

Tammiste 
Pärnu Kindergarden Pillerpall, teacher sirje.kessler@mail.ee  

 



 
19. Merike Lillepõld Pärnu Kindergarden Pöialpoiss, vice 

dierctor 
merikel@hot.ee  

20. Maile Tartlain Pärnu Tammsaare Kindergarden, 
teacher 

tammsaarelaste@hot.ee  

21. Kaja Leesmann Pärnu Tammsaare Kindergarden, 
teacher 

tammsaarelaste@hot.ee  

22. Marga Napp Department of Education of city council 
of Pärnu, head specialist 

marga@lv.parnu.ee  

23. Anne Orav Tartu Kivilinna Gymnasium, teacher annea@kivilinn.tartu.ee 
24. Anneli Org Tartu Kivilinna Gymnasium, teacher annelio@kivilinn.tartu.ee  
25. Tiina Karri Tartu Kesklinna school, teacher Tiina.karri@mail.ee 
26. Mailiis Alaru Tartu Kesklinna school, teacher myliis@gmail.com  
27. Ene Voolaid University of Tartu, department of studies 

and students, project co-ordinator  
Ene.Voolaid@ut.ee  

28. Aida Simisker OÜ Science, specialist Aida.Simisker@ut.ee 
29. Leo Aas OÜ Science, manager Leo.Aas@mail.ee 
30. Malle Viik University of Tartu, Faculty of Physics 

and Chemistry, specialist 
Malle.Viik@ut.ee 

31. Ragna Jõesaar University of Tartu, Faculty of 
Philosophy, specialist 

Ragna.Joesaar@ut.ee 

 
 
 
Prof. Toomas Tenno 
Estonian leader of the Project “Renovation of science teaching in European primary education 
with inquiry methods” 

 


